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INTltOlnTCTION 
Among educators the realization is spreadin& that just as the 
field of medicine has progressed from the study of human disorders 
and their causes to the development of preventative measures, so 
the prevention. ot maladjustments amo~ school children is far more 
rewarding than remediation. In the field of reading, real advances 
have 'Deen made in preventive efforts such as developinc adequate 
readiness. !he great nnmDer of failures and the near failures in 
arithmetic, also pose a pro'Dlem to educators. If this is true, that 
ma.I~T reading. difficulties, can ';e averted .. with ease and .econo:ov 
via use of a read.in& readiness program, so, also, it mq .;e true that 
ma.DT of the arithmetical difficulties arising at f1Veey grade level, 
may 'be avoided. ;y the proper usage of an arithmetical readiness 
program. 
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CllA:PTER I 
!BJil PROBLEM .AND ITS .ANALYSIS 
!he educational value of arithmetic readiness for the tea.ehinc 
and the learning of arithmetic has already teen shown in the pre-
vious research on the su'bject. lleadiness, however, is a. growing 
or changi:c& thing. Specifically, there may exist for a pu.pil, 
arithmetical readiness for the concept of comparative size, and, 
yet, there mq not exist readiness for the measurement of size or 
readiness .for the .. technical description .of shape. Arithmetical 
readiness depends., evidently', upon the experience, the maturity, 
the nature of the arithmetic to te learned, and the preparation 
that the teacher conscientiously' •es in- getting . the child readT 
to learn. -that .phase of arithmetic which is to \.e taught. The 
determination of the .stage of arithmetical readiness in anT specific 
field, is the function of the arithmetic readiness test.1 
Statement o! the pro\lem. It wa.s the pu.rpose of this st~ 
to determine the status of grade six pu.pils as thfq prepare to 
1. Ben A. Su.eltz. 1Arithmetie lleadiness and Cu.rriculum 
Construction," The Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 30, 314-321, 
Nov., 1937 
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undertake a stu~ of percentage. J'or this purpose a paper and 
pencil test was eonstueted :b. order to meaS\lre the readiness of 
these pu.pils to undertake a study of pereentS€9. 
!D . .Alf.ALYSIS 
. 
!! lleiinition of Terms. The term 1 read.iness1 is used to signify 
,I 
i· 
II II readiness to master a:ny topic which mq ie taught in the variou.s 
If 
II 
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grades. A more detailed definition of arithmetic readiness, is 
offered \y SU.eltz who s~s, 'Arithmetic readiness involTes the 
cooperation of all those factors whiob. com\ine to enable a child 
to explore and stuccy- mathematics profitabl.T. tl !his definition 
waa.ld include., not only a sufficient physical and mental maturity 
to interpret and experience or sense a situation, nt also, an 
a.'bility to discriminate size, quantity, or magnitude. 
Delimitation in scope. !he percentage readiness test was 
constructed end administered at the sixth grade level. !he test 
was administered in 9 different schools, in five co~ities by the 
various sixth grade teachers of each class. The ntl.IIiDer of pupils 
tested were representatiTe of the entire section, thus enabli.n« 
this study to deal with the random samplin« of the community 
comprising MetrOpolitan ~oston. 350 pupils of grade six were 
tested. The scores of 41 of these pupils proved invalid iecaaae 
of aa.sences, .. discharge from school, and the failure of the writer 
to obtain intelligence quotients or other necessar,v data pertaining 
to and .necesaary to, this stu~. 
1. hn ._ Su.eltz. op. cit. p. 314 
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!he percentage readiness test attempted to measure the 
readiness of ~a.de six pupils to undertake a stud7 of percentage. 
Ju.stiticatiop.. :lesearch has shown the :tu.tility of teachinc 
children fac,ts and-skills which their immature minds are not 
naturally read7 to learn - facts and skills that can ae more easil7 
acquired when requisi-te . prelimil18.17 knowledge and skill and a 
higher degree of mental maturation have aeen oatainei. 
Many articles have aeen publiahed dealing with arithmetic 
readiness, and &8'Veral tests labeled a.ritbmetie readiness have 
aeen developed within the last two decades. Al.mo.st all of these 
articles sad tests, however, aim at the primary grades. Hildreth, 
for example, states that failure ill eltllllent&r7 school arithmetic, 
and 1eamiDc tis~Uit7 are due to many factors amon,; which, of 
ireat importance, is the lack of readiness for initial arithmetic 
iastra.ctioa as it is orgaaise4-b. the primary cradea.l 
It has only 'Dean withi:l:l the last few years that attentio:D. 
has aeen. .:toau.sed on the iatermediate cra.des. To this end, the 
:D.eeds of intermediate grade- pu.pile are aeiJ:lC -stwlied in detail, 
au.t, to date, there .is still a great gap in the educational under-
stand.inc o:t arithmetic. read.iD.ess in .the illtermediate «rades, as, 
Yit:D.ess ~r~wnell who tells us that no sound criteria for fittinc 
mathematical processes to the age - crade level of pupils exist. 
1. Gertrwle Hildreth. 11Aritbmetic lteadinesa, 11 Journal of 
llixperimental Research, Vol. 4, 1-7, Sept., 1935 
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!he factors of interest and incentive are too unprec11cta,le. 
proalem ie psycholocical rather than mental or sociological.l 
Suelt~ .. also notes the need '!or further research, and pouts 
out that this research must . ae conducted for each grade and a&e 
level since 1read.illesa for arithmetical processes and for pro-
' 1 al&s that depend upon these processes in wri-tten form seam to 
j II 
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lte a different tllinc . than readiness for the early stages of con-
cept a and relationshipa.•2 
Little, however, has ieen achieved in the form .. of a prac-
tical ins-trument for mea.surinc arithmetical readiness. .The need 
is created, therefore for the development of n.ch a measurinc de-
vice, for without this instrument, there can only ee a limited 
· progress in the- field. . 
llecapitulatioa. .. !he purpose of this stuq, in ~eneral, was 
(a) to identif7 and isol&te the concepts, understandincs, and eld.lls 
that a child .must have in . order to n.ccessful]¥ 'Wl4ertake a studT of 
percentage; (a) to eonstrt1et a test in order to measure these 
concept.s. understandincB. and skills; (c) to determine the validit7 
and reliaiility of the instrument ,, correlation with intell1cence 
quotients,_ achievement quotients, and school grades ill arithmetic. 
1. 1f • .A. ~rownell. 1llea41ness and the Ar1 thmetic Gu.rrico.l.um, • 
nementa.ry . S9hool J~, Vol. :38, :344-:354, Jm'U.Ar'7, 19:38 
2. :len A. Sueltz. op. cit. p. :318 
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REYIIW OJ LITERATtTRI 
It is evident from e:diensiTe research and stu.q that the 
area of arithmetical readiness is not full7 develo~ed es~eciallT 
in th.e interaediate crades. Most work in this field deals with 
arithmetical readiness in the primary or initial ata.,;es o:t arith-
:metic. The field of :percentace readiness is a relatiTe17 new area 
and, therefore, there is on]Jr a limited amount of research on this 
subject. 
l.iterature on arithmetical readiness. Aceordinc to the 
Gommittee of leTen, there is a }tOint in a child's mental crowth 
before which it is not effectiTe to teach a civen ::proc:ess in 
ari thlletie and, after which, that process can be tancht reasonab]¥ 
effectiTelT.l The Gommittee also points out, 
To attempt to teach a new to:pil before either the 
miniDIWil or opti.Dmm sta.,;e o! mental crowth is reached, 
is not merely to waste time and effort on the part of 
the teacher and pupil, but to doom a considerable num-
ber of ehildren to failure and a mu.ch larcer number to 
that hazy half knowled~e, so Characteristic of chil-
dren's crasp of arithmetic, and so inimical to the 
clear thinkinc and sare footed pro=res~ that should 
characterize the study of mathematics. 
1 1. Carleton Washburn. "Mental ~e and the Arithmetic Cu.rrieu.lum," 
. i. -- -
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ii Journal of Educational Soeiolog, Tol. 23, p. 21D-2,1, Mar., 1931 1! 
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ll'ot all educators scree, bowner, that arithmetic readiaess 
is a matter of mental maturation alone. Woody tells ua that rea-
cliness for the Jll8.8tery of a:n.y topic to lte taucht in the various 
crades 11 a combiDation of aiolocical, psycholocieal, sociolocical, 
azul educational factors. !he teacher, he claims, can do little 
altout ltiolocical, ps;ycholocical, and sociolocical readiness per ee, 
ltut can clo a creat deal &)out educational readiness, whieh he 4ef1nes 
ae 1the preparation vhich the reacher conscientious~ makes in 
cettinc the child re~ to learn the- thincs to lte taught.• This last, 
is turth.er de1ine4, as, "those thincs a cood teacher ioes to connect 
the ch114' a experiences with-the thine• to ae taucht in order that, 
'Ullcleratand.inc and master;y aq result. nl 
!his theor,y is nbstantia.ted by Sueltz2 who notes that, 
Arithmetical readiness involves .the cooperation 
of all those factors vhich combine to enable a child 
to a;plon aD4 .study' mathema.tics profitabl;. fhis 
WOllld inclucle not onJ¥ aut~icient plv'sieal and aental 
ma.turity to i~terpret azul experience, or to sense a 
situation, W.t also an &DiUt7 to cliacriminate aise, 
quanti t7, or Jlla&lli tute. 
!he vori 'readiness" itself seems not to be all inclusive. 
MOserJ notes that readiness is a crowinc or chan~tnc thine. 
!here rruq be rea.dinesa for a concept of comparative eise or shape, 
1. Ol!:t:f'orcl. Wooq. "A •eneral Jlducator Looks at Arithmet-ic 
Jeadiness•, !he Math Teacher, Tol. JO, p. 319-320, Bov., 1937 
2. »en A. luelts, op. cit. p. )16 
). R. ~. Moser. "M.vanc:l.nc Arithmetic :aeadiness !hrouch Meanindul 
Kumber hperieneee•, Childhooi ~catioa, Tol. 24, -p. )22-:326, 
March, 1948 
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or of numier and yet no readiness, for the measurement of size, or 
the technical description of Shape, or of computation with numbers. 
Mathematical readiness seems to depend upon the experience of the 
child, his maturity, and the nature of ma.thema.ties. lleadineas for 
arithmetical processes and for problema that iepencl upon these pro-
ceases in written form seems to be a different thine from readiness 
tor the early stages of concepts and relationships. SeTeral factors 
enter into arithmetic readiness: 
1. !he interests and incentiTes of the child 
2. The mental maturation of the ehild 
). 'fhe essentially lo~P.ca.l or sequential 
character of mu.ch of the work 
At a.rtJ' rate todtq educators realize that failure in elementary 
school arithmetic is due to ma.ny factors. •cent research 
activities sugeests that the crea.test problem with whi~ all 
tea.ehen mu.st cope 11!1 that of · lack of readiness on the part of 
students for the procraa of any civen crade or level. The createst 
sincle cause of failure in mathematics ie this lack 0: adequate 
baclq;round on the part of youncsters, J11&J3Y of whom are not readT 
to cope with the nwnller concepts reqaired q the level in which 
their ehronolopcal ace has placed them • .. !he accumulation of 
di:f'.f'iculties from year to year, usually results in a perma11ent 
disability in arithmetic and a dislike for the subject.l 
Literature on pereentace readiness. fo~ educators are in-
1. o. o. llichter. "lleadineas in llathsatica", The Math !eacher, 
Tol. 37, P• 68-74, Jlebrtlal'7, 19~ 
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quirinc Whether investigation of readiness would indicate aptitude 
for formal instructisn in percentage. If we assume that failure 
in percentace is due to laCk of readiness, the next step, obTiously, 
is to determine. also, vhen the child will have . atta1necl that 
rea.dineas. Such a study, has been undertaken and recorded by the 
Committee of Sevenl. !he committee points out that no topic in 
arithmetic should be taught to a child until he has reached such 
a degree of skill in the prerequisite topics that he will have 
at least three Chances out of four of learntnc the topic suffi-
eiently well to pass a retention test six weeks later with a score 
of 8~ or Detter - that, for example, "Case I percent can be 
e:ffectiTe}¥ taucht only to children, who have passed a 10~ test 
in multiplication of decimal•"· 
!he above quotecl statement of the Committee of Seven has 
been severely criticized by the well known authority 
William A. :Brownell who claims that the test issued by the 
Committee of Seven, were too difficult, that the methods of scorinc 
were overstrict, and that the meanin£ of the teet scores were 
ambi.cu.ous. He further po1A.te4. . out that the standards were of 
doub.tful validit7 • that they could ie applied onJ¥ in schools 
which emplo7ed the methods stressed b7 the Committee, and even. 
then, the standards were too hip. 
Ve need not deny the va.liditT of the Committee of 
Seven t s standards tor the instructional procr81l which 
it employed, but we ahou.ld be careful alwqs to adcl 
1. Carleton Washburn. op. cit. 
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this limit inc clau.se-. J.t moat, the Sommittee• a standards 
will surely apply only in sehools which follow exa.ct]z 
its instru.ctional materials: deviations from this procram 
would make dcnlbtful the validit7 of the standards. In 
this connection, two facts shcnlld be noted. !he first 
ia that possibilities of imprcwinc -instra.ctional deviations 
are almost intini te. ehaDps in the order of teaehiDC 
the sub -skills, in the quality of previous preparation, 
in the lencth .of the dai]Jr period, in the effectiveness 
ot the motivation, in the number of dare allotted to the 
topic, in the thorouchness of diagnosis and remedial 
instNction, changes in 81J.7 one of these details, mq lte 
enouch to invalidate the Committee• s :tin.dinp. !he second 
tact to be noted is that in none of its ten or more articles, 
has the Oolllllittee ctven ~ information a8out its instra.ctional 
procram-for the .topics investicatel.. How then, is a 
civen aehool 17atem to know how close~ ita instructional 
procram parallela that of the lommitteet How, then, is 
it to know whether it can proper~ ad.opt any of the 
Committe•'• atandar<latl 
Jrovnell concludes that readiness must 'be created throuch 
appropriate experiences. Q.reat advances mq be made by improTin& 
the learnin.c acti'rl.tiea which prececle the atud;r of -each topic 
where it now stand.a-. !he cains that have followed effort of' this 
kind in the case of Primal7 num'ber eertainl7 Juatif7 the hope o'l 
cains at hicher levels. 2 
!his conclusion is n'bstantiall;y supported. • the theor,y 
that no sound. criteria fo.r fittinc mathematical processes to the 
ace - crade level of P\lpila exist. !he factor.s of interest anct 
1. William A. Jrownell. 1A Gritique of the eommittee of Seven's 
Inveatiptiona on the Q.rade Placement ot Arithmetic !opics11 , 
:llementarz School Journal, Tol. )8, p. 495-508, March, 1938 
2. lfilliall A. Jrownell. 11J.eadinesa and the Arithmetic Currien.l.UIIlu, 
~lementar:r School Journal, Tol. 38, p. ~354, Jan., 19:;8 
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incentive are too unpredictable. !he problem is psycholocical 
rather than mental or sociolo£ical.l 
.Ac.oordinc to Thiele, no topics in the arithmetic course ot 
s~ for elementsr,r schools provides a better settinc for a 11.-
Otleaion of arithmetic tea.chinc, than io percents, decimal•, am\ 
4ecimal tra.ct.iona. In a. sense, thq represent the hi~er levels of 
the science of number - the bridce between arithmetic and mathema-
tics.2 
leneral~ a,eakin&, the meaninc of percent sti~l represents 
an important isne in the tea.chinc o'l arithmetic. In 11&127 class-
rooms, percent is still clothed with DJ7Ste17. J'reqU.ent~, it is 
1 set apart and pTen a separate iatroduotioa u it it were aoae-
1 
\i th~ new and. extramel.T difficult. In reality, percellt contail:l1 
I 
I no new ideas - lru.t depends on the extent to which ideas of ratio 
have been developed in the stu¢1 of common and decimal fractions. 
tf common and .decimal -fraction operations are proper]J taucht, the 
operations with percent aboulcl.- offer no new diffieultiea. The 
inTention of percent involTed no more than an addition to the TOe~ 
uJ.a.rr of a.rithmetic.3 
Or, acain, we a.re told by Bauble, 1!he tem percent mq well 
~e int~eed as mere~ a different w~ of ~ress~ the same 
1. :len A. la.elts. op. cit. p. Jl6 
2. C. la. !hiele. 1feachiDC Common and •ecima.l J'ra.ctions and 
Percent: ieneral. lsauea•, Arithmetic, 1947, Bo. 6,.Chicaco: 
~niTersit7 of Ohicaco Presa. p. 30, October, 1947 
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kind of part - whole relationships that pupils have met and dealt 
with in their work with common and decimal fractions. ~ercent is 
but a new name for hundredths •• ~ •••••••••• emphasis may be placed 
on the fact that the only ne\1 thing about percent is the term.inoloa 
and the symbol which means percent 11 .~ 
Wilson agrees that there is ·u ttle or nothi~ new in percent 
as far as computation is concerned, but, adds, "There is, however, 
a new concept, and this is expressed in difference in languace".2 
Edwards reported a diagnostic study of errors made by 215 
pupils in grade seven on the Gompass Diagnostic Test, No. XIT. 
The test contains a series of 113 items dealing with skills and 
examples in percentage, and covers a wide r~e of difficulty. 
The results showed a range of errors all the way from 2% on such 
an example as 11 .SS of lf • % of B11 , to 98% on the WXSJ~Iile, 11If ~ 
of lf • 70, what is lOo%1" After analyzin~; the errors and reporting 
probable reasons for the major ones, Edwards concludes that many 
of these . errors were due to "doill€ the \'IrOn€ things", rather 
than doing what they were doing incorrectly.) 
Row then are we to determine readiness for instruction or 
learni~ in percent? The answer seems to be that through mental 
1. Irene Sauble. "Teaching Fractions, ])ecimals, and Percents: 
jl 
I' 
I 
Practical Applications", Arithmetic 1947 Supplementary 
Educational Monograph, The Univ. of Chica&o ~ress, Chicago, 
Oc tober, 1948, p. 33 - 48 
Illinois 
2. Wilson et al. Teaching the New Arithmetic, MCHill ~ook Co., 
New York, 1937, p. 266 
3. Arthur Edwards. 11A Study of Errors in Percentage", 29th Yearbook, 
National Society for the Study of Education, ~att II, ~blic 
SChool Pablishing Company, ~loomington, Ill., 1930, p. 621-640 
- ----
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testinc and achievement tasting a teacher can and should determine 
when the children in her class, are ready to undertake a new pro-
cua. 
The place of the readiness test now becomes clear. ~rnakner 
tells us that 
!he most useful function of readiness tests in arith-
metic is not prediction of success bu.t the diagnosis of 
factors likely to interfere with learninc at any level of 
the school, at &DY' stage of development, or in the atuc:'l1' of 
a:rJ.Y particular process or topic in the C~UTicu.lum. !o deve-
lop valid tests for predictive purposes it is the problem 
of the test maker to discover the basic concepts and skills, 
and abilities, the lack of which is likely to interfere 
with ~ccessful master, of the next process or topic to 
be presented to the pupils. Then he mnst const~ct tests 
that will CiVe satisfactor,r informatiOA about the present 
status of the individual with respect to these ba.aic factors. 
On the basis of this information the teacher can then so 
organise the instructional program that steps can be taken 
to correct the conditions that othervije interfere seri~s~ 
with the Stlcceas of particu.lar incU.Yid.uals in the st'u.c:'l1' 
of the new topic or process ~t to be preseRte4. 
Arithmetic lends itself quite ea.ai~ to diapostic 
approach to readiness testi.Dc. It consists of a hierazoclv' 
ot skills and concepts. •ch new topic 'tnUlda on the 'boq 
of aldlls that have 'been prerious13' introcluce4. 
tJnless the learner has adequate ma.ste17 of the essen-
tial basic skills previous13' t8Jlgh.t, he will encotmter 
diffiCillt7 in the new process. It then seems quite obriou.s 
that one wq in which to 4etemine the papila' readiness 
for a new topic or process would be to determine the 
control he has aver the essential concepts, ideas, and 
aldlls that he sh~uld possess before he becins the work 
on the new topic. 
1. Carleton Washbllrn. op. cit. 
2. :ra.o J. ~meci:::D.er. 1llevelopment of &eadineaa 'fasts in Arith-
metic", Journal. of ~ea,tional hsearch, Tol. :34, p. 15-20, 
September, 1940 
13 
CHAPTER III 
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CRAPfEli II I 
PltOCEDUD 
fh.e problem. It was the purpose of the stuq to determine 
the status of grade six pupils as they . prepare to undertake a 
stuq of percen.tage. Jor this purpose, a paper and--pencil test 
was constructed .. in. order to measure the readiness of these pupils 
. to ... begin a study of percent~e. 
Construction of the test. The. test was designed to discoTer 
the degree ot. understanding, information and skill possessed by each 
pupil .in. .f'raet.iona .and .. decimals because this ie .. the bas.is for under-
standing and mas.teey of' percentage. The basic aspects necessary to 
suceessf'1ll mastery of pe.rcentage were studied and anal;yzed, and the 
following specific object1Tes were set up. 
Skills and abilities. 
1) !o reduce proper tractions. 
2) To reduce improper fractions 
to mixed numbers. 
3) !ro reduce . mixed numbers to 
improper fractions. 
16 
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4) To change unlike fractions to like 
fractions. 
5) To solve Case I problems involvinc 
fractions. 
6) !o solve Case II problems involving 
fractions. 
7) !o solve Case III problems involving 
f:t!a.ct-ions. 
8) !o read decimals. 
9). !o write decimals. 
10) To reduce de cimala to higher terms. 
11) . To round decimals to lower terms. 
12) !o change terminating decimals to 
common fractions~ 
13) !o ~e common fractions to decimals. 
14) To add decimals. 
15) To subtract decimals. 
16) !o multiply decimals by Whole numbers. 
17) To liiilltiply decimals by decimals. 
18) To divide decimals by whole numbers. 
19) To divide decimals by decimals. 
20) To solve Case I problema involving 
decimals. 
21) To solve Case II problems involvinc 
decimals. 
-----===-i~==============~~=-~=--====== 
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22) To solve Case III problems involving 
decimals. 
23) To compare common fractions to decimals. 
24) To compare decimals to decimals. 
»aaic concepts. 
1) Multiplying both terms of . a fraction 
by the same number does not alter the 
value of a fraction. 
2) Dividing both .terms ef a fraction by 
the .same number does not alter the 
value of the fraction. 
3) Jnnexing decimal zeros to a counting 
number, or to a terminatinc decimal does 
not change its value. 
4) The decimal point is a separator. 
5) A decimal mq be raised to higher terms 
by annexing zeros to the figures to the 
right of the decimal. 
6) The number zero is used as a place holder. 
7) A decimal :mq be reduced to lower terms 
by removing zeros from the right of the 
decimal figares. 
A series of sub-tests were designed - eaCh dealing with a 
different aspe.ct of the skills judged to be basic and essential. 
No time limit was set on the test. 
II 
I 
I 
-- -~~---k---
test, consistecl of aixt:r objective Jlllllti:ple choice items. The test 
waa aiaei. to aeanre the a:peei!ic objectives ani concepts as men-
tionei on :paces 15 to 1'7 inelu.aive. 
The test materials consisted of a millleocra:phd booklet tor eaeh 
chili, and a set of iire~tions for aiainatration for the teachers. 
All teats were administered b,r the classroom teachera, and were 
correctei and scorel by the writer. 
The test was administerecl in Jebru.ary, 1949, to two crad.e six 
classrooms in Joston consiatin& of sixty-five children. Some dif-
ficm.lty was eniJO'tUlterel in the fact tha.t neither class had ;,ro-
£reseed. too far in the stu.Q" of decimals, but conferenees with 
Q.raie lix teachers hel:ped eliminate the ineorrect items not 
revealed. by the pre-test inc. The 1 tams were then analysed and 
reviae4. 
~e~ite the fact that some items shoved as mneh as 9o% correct 
rea:ponses and some items as little as lo% correct responses, 
these items were retaine4 since this :partieu.lar test concerns itself 
with readiness rather than with achievement testinc. Many Chances, 
however, were made. lix items were eltminatel becamse the,y repeated 
I 
I 
other items, and it was felt that a shorter test would be just as valid. ,, 
I, 
I 
One item was omitted because it was ineorreot in its worQ.inc. One item 
i 
11 vas eliminated. beeause it Jlroved to be eonfusinc. llicht items were re-
I 
II 
: worde4 because the oricinal items were confusin&. 'fh.e format of the 
li 
I 
I 
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test was also Chang~d. 
Anal.ysis of- the final. test. It was assumed that each child in 
the sixth grade was able to perform the four fundamental operations 
with whole numbers and hence, these operations were not tested. It 
was also assumed that readiness for percentage was not dependant upon 
addi-tion, multiplication., . subtraction, or division of fractions, and, 
hence, these also were no-t tested. The :tiDal test consisted of a. 
mimeographed .bookl~t .containing fifty-four items, all multiple choice, 
and a set of directions for administration for each teacher. No time 
limits were incluled. A copy of the test and a set of directions 
will be found in Appendix •· 
AN.ALYSI S OF ITEMS 
Reading decimals. Items 1 - 3 tested the ability of the child 
to read decimals. Three decimal fractions, were written in numerical 
form and the child. was asked to correct]Jr read them. Special 
attention was focused on the knowledge that the decimal point is a 
separator and is common~ read "and1 • 
Writinc decimf1e. Items 4 - 6 tested the ability of the child 
to chal:lge decimals from -words to numeral.s. Three decimal fractiona 
were written in words and the -child was asked to correctl.7 change 
this form to the numerieal. .. fo-rm. Here again, attention was paid to 
the fact that the word 1ran4,tt is expressed a.s -a decimal. 
lteduction of common fractions to lowest terms. Items 7 - 9 
tested the ability of the child to reduce proper fractions to lowest 
terms. Herein tested, was the knowledge of the child that dividing 
both terms of a fraction by the same number does not alter the value 
of the fraction. 
Reducing common fractions to denominators of 100. Items 10 - 12 
tested the ability of the child to reduce common fractions to denomi-
nators of 100. Herein tested, was the knowledge that multiplyinc 
or dividing both terms of a fraction by the same number, does not 
alter the value of the fraction. 
Comparison of common fractions. Items 13 - 15 tested the ability 
of the child to compare fractions. Here tested, was the knowled«e 
that: a) like fractions only ~be compared b) unlike fractions mq 
be Changed to like fractions by application of the Golden Rule 
for fractions. 
Comparison of decimal fractions. Items 16 - 18 tested the 
ability of the child to recognize the order of decimals. Herein 
tested, was the knowledge of- the . child that annexing decimal zeros 
to a counting number or to a terminating decimal, does not change ita 
Talue, whereas, the insertion of dect!Ml zeros, between the decimal 
and the final right hand figu.re, does change Talue. Also tested, 
was the concept of place value. 
Changing common fractions to decimals. Items 19 - 21 tested 
the ability of the child to convert common fractions to terminatinc 
deciJDa.ls. Herein inTolved, was the ability to add sufficient decimal 
zeros to the numerator and to divide by the denominator so as to pro-
1 Tide a decimal quotient. 
=-l!l__ __ 
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Changing decimals to common fractions, reduced to lowest terms. 
Items 22 - 26 tested the a.ldlity of the child to convert decimals to 
fractions, and to reduce these fractions to lowest terms. Herein 
tested was the ability of the child to read the decimal and to reeog-
nize the correct denominator of the common fraction from the reading 
of the decimal fraction. Again tested was the ability to reduce 
I 
common fractions to lowest terms as tested in items 1 - 9. On~ 
fractiona, whose numerators contain the prime factors of 2 and 5, 
eonld, of course, 8e reduced. 
Practical application of common fractions. Items 27 - 29 
tested the child's practical knowledge 'Of fractious. Herein tested, 
was the ability to recognize shaded portions of rectangles and the 
a~ility to name the fractional portion shaded. 
Jddition of decimals. Items )0 - )2 tested the ability of the 
child to add finite or terminating decimals. Herein tested, was the 
knowledge that the addition of decimals involved the writb.g of the 
numbers with the digits of the same order in a column - thus, 8rin.ginc 
the decimal points in a. straight line, and that, in the sum eaCh 
order is under the corresponding order of the addends, and the decimal 
point in the answer is in line with the decimal points of the addends. 
Subtraction of decimals. Items 33 - 35 tested the aDility of 
the child to gnbtract finite or terminating decimals. Herein tested, 
was the knowledge that in the subtraction of decimals, there is 
involved the writing of the numbers with the digits of the same orter 
in a column - thus bringiDg, the decimal points in a straight line. 
~==--L== 
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In the remainder each order is under the corresponding order of the 
minuend and the subtrahend, and the decimal point in the remainder 
is in line with the decimal points of the minuend and the subtrahend. 
Multiplication of decimals. Items 36 - 38 tested the ability 
of the child to mu.ltiply decimals ey an integer and to multiply 
decimals by decimals. Herein tested, was the knowledge of the child 
that: 
a) !o f'ind the product of an integer and 
a decimal, multiply as if both numbers 
were integers, and mark off in the pro-
duct as many decimal places as there 
are in the decimal factor. 
b) !o find the product of two decimals 
multiply as if both numbers were in-
tegers and mark off in the product as 
ma.ny decimal places as there are in 
aoth factors combined.. 
c) The product mq be reduced by the 
rejection of decimal zeros. 
Division of decimals. Items 39 - 41 tested the ability -of' the 
child to divide a decimal by a decimal, an integer by a decimal, and 
a decimal by an integer. Herein tested, was the mastery of each of 
the aboTe types of division, including the knowledge that to divide 
a decimal by a decimal, or an integer by a decimal, multiply both 
dividend and di1'isor, by the power of ten whose index equals the 
2! 
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number of decimal places in the divisor and then, proceed as if 
dividinc by a whole number. 
Gase I. Gase II. and Gase III problema involving fraction• 
and decimals. Items 41 - Sl tested the ability of the Child to put 
his knowledce to ~ractical use in the aolvinc of Oase I, Case II, and 
Case III problema involvinc fractions and decimals. Kerein testei 
was the ability to solve problems o:t the :followinc tnes: 
a) d • b:t 
b) f. d/b 
c) b • 4/f 
where b = base: f • :fraction: and d • derivative. 
!heee problema iDTolve increase (Items 45, 48), deerease (Item 46), 
discount (Item 47), commission (Items 49, 50), ratio (Items 42, 4,, 
44, Sl). 
~lementgry knowled1e of !ercentace. Items 52 - S4 tested the 
ability of the Child to correctly convert fractions and decimal 
fractions to percents. These items involve, of course, a knowledce 
of percents, but it is essential that the Child's knowledce in the 
new area should be inv·entoried prior to the introduction of the new 
material. 
USE OF T.Blil l'IN.Al. T:BS'r 
The revised test was administered in MarCh and April, 1950 to 
eleven crade six classrooms, in the followin~ school systems: ~oston, 
~rookline, mewton, Somerville, and Woburn. Complete data was ob-
tainecl and analyzed from the testin« of three hundred and nine (309) 
----
I 
I 
I' 
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24 
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I 
sixth grade children representing eleven classes in the Boston area. 
All tests were administered by classroom teachers according to 
instructions, and all tests were corrected and scored by the writer. 
No point value was assigned to the items, although, a count was made 
ot the total number of correct responses made ey each child. 
Actually, however, there is little value derived from the scores of 
the entire test. The value of an inventor.r test lies in the ~sis 
of the items testing specific areas, hence, the largest proportion 
ot the data consists of, the results of the percentage readiness test 
arranged according to items, rather than, accordin& to classes or 
total scores. A sample test is included in Appendix I. 
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QJWIIfJIR IT 
AN.A1YIII OF TU :i.ATA 
INTRODUCTIOlf 
The pr:J!lose of the study was to constiUct and use a readiness 
test to measure skills, concepts, and abilities in arithmetic 
possessed by children in crade si% prior to becinn~ a stuq of 
ttercentace. Iince the test was administered in 11 classes of S 
different communities in Metropolitan •oston, the results are in-
dicatiTe of percentace readiness in that area. The data colleete4 
has been arranced so as to ~resent a) a picture of the ~~P 
tested throu~ a series of distribution polyr;ons; b) the scores 
obtained by the CT01lp on the ?ercent8€e Readiness Test; and c) the eor-
relation Ta.lue of various measares and ltandardized tests with the 
~ercentace Readiness Test. 
The croup used in the study consisted of 309 sixth crade 
~~ils of Metropolitan •oston, 150 of whom were boys and 15' of whom 
were cirls. A random sa.mplinc technique was not used to choose the 
classes or communities tested. A series of frequency pol;rcons 
follow to aid in deseribinc the croap. 
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Fi.r;u.re 1. FREQ.UENCY !'OI.Y~li OF THE CHRONOLOGICA!:a .MES OJ' 309 PU!'ILS 
__ l.'igure l i:llusi;ra.tes t:p.e _Ghrono1ogice.~ ~e Pistr~buti9n of_ 309 
pup:L1s. --The_ rant:~ in ~· _was :from 10 to 14 year~. Th~ cmrve shOWS 
a. majority of pupi~s a~ ll years.t'wi:th only _3 pupils exceedint: the ace 
of 13 years, and no children below 10 years. 
l'r~qu.eney 
120 
110 
100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
.50 
40 
jO 
20 
10 
• I 
0 
J'icure 1. :rrequeney distribut:lon of the lhronolo4:ical Aces 
of 309 pupils. 
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Figure 2 
UTTELLI GEHOE TEST SCORES 
~igure 2 ehows the 4istri)Ution ot scores tor 151 pupils ot 
the croup for the !Uhl•an -AD4eraoa Intellicence !est; one ot. the two 
intelli,;enoe teste u.sei 1tl the stuq. !he scores ranee trOll 6? to 146. 
Frequency 
60 ~------------------------------------------------------~ 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
I ntelli gence Test Scores 
123-
130 138 
147-
154 
Figure 2. Frequency clistribu tion of the Kuhlman - .A.i:lderson Test 
scores f or 151 ~upils. 
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Jigure 3. J'BEQUENC! :pQtYGON 0'1 SOODS J'O!. 86 7UPILS :ntOM TD 
TlllRMAlf MOOIWt MELLIQ.Ji:NCE !IS! 
J'icnre 3 shows the distri\ution of 86 pupils of the group for the 
Ierman M~emar Intelli€ence Test. !he scores ranee from 65 to 120. 
The carTe is normal. 
J'requeney 
24~------------------------------------~ 
20 
16 
12 
8 
4 
o S? 65 13 81 89 97 112 120 128 
INTBLLIGENCE TEm' SCODS .. 
c J'icure 3. J'requeney distrintion of the Terman M Nemar Test scores 
for 86 pu.p11e. 
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Figare 4. J'RJlQUDCY :POltYiOll OJ' JRIT!Mli:TIS GRJ.'Dli11 J'OR 237 !'U!liltl 
Ficure 4 shows the distribution of school marks in .Arithmetic 
for 237 pupils. The range of scores is from 45 to 96. 
J'requeney 
45 r---------------------------------------------~ 
40 
35 
)0 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
l'i~e 4. Frequency poly.:on of .Arithmetic Q.ra.d.es for 2-'? pupils. 
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l'iCtlre 5. J'BEQUE!faY :POl.YQ.Olf 01 Alll.BJW11 JGOBEI JOR 105 !'U:PI:LJ FROM 
TD ARITJIMETIC J'U'N'»AMENT.Al.l Stm-TJ!lft .Al{g TBJII .AlUTlOOllTIG :PR<Dl.l!MS 
SUJ-Tllll'r OF TO MmRO!'OliiT.Alf AGH!:srr.BlM1llBT TllliTI l'OBM R 
Ficure 5 i11~stratea the distribution of the averace aeorea for 
105 JN.:Pi1e from the .Arithmetic hndamentals sub-test a.nd the Aritbmetie 
:Prob1eas sab-test of the MetroJolita.n Achievement Teats l'or.m R. The 
ranee of scores is from 155 to 25~. 
Jrequ.enq 
30~---------------------------------------------
27 
24 
21 
18 
15 
12 
9 
6 
:3 
0 191 200 2~ 218 227 236 ~' 254 26j 
J.~:m SCORBI 
Jip.re 5. J'requ.enc;r :polycon of aTerace scor·ea for 105 pu.:pi1e 
from the Arithllletie hndamentals sub-test and tu .Arithlletic :Prob1uas 
n.b-test of the Metropolitan AchieTement Testa :rom R. 
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J'icare 6. !'QQ;UENOY POLYGON Oi SCODS FOlll05 FUPILS ROM TD 
.AlU'l!HMil1.ri C J'Ulfil.AMEN'!AL SUI-TEST OJ '!HI Mm'ROPOLI'l!JN ACHiliWEMEN! 
Jiga.re 6 portrqa the distrimtio:n of scores for 105 pupils fre.-~ 
the ArithiUUe Jlundame:ntal .sua-test of the Metropolitan Achieoreme:nt 
Tests Jorm ll. The range of scores is trom 145 to 2:12, and the cu.rYe 
is tY.Pical. 
Jrequ.aq-
30 r-----------------------------------------------
27 
24 
21 
18 
15 
12 
9 
6 
3 
0 
.Alli!JDDP.L'IC J'Ulf.D.AMJm'!.AL . su.J-95'.1! SOO!JIS 
/ ~icar.e 6. Jrequ.eac;r .polycoD -of soorea for 105 pu.pila from the 
Arithmetic :fundamatal au)-test of the Metropolita:a Achievemea' '!eats 
~jl_ -J'ora '1. 
I 
I 
II 
J'icare 7. JDQUDCY ~OLYGON 0'1 SCOUS FOlt lOS PtJ!tiLS ftOM fBI 
AlliTIDmiC :PRO:IL.JIM SU.-HST OJ' 'fD METROPOLITAB ACmlllVllMEN! TES!S 
J'O!M •• 
J'icare 7 portr~e the 4istri~t1on of scores for 105 pupi11 from 
the Arithmetie ~ro)1em aui-test of the Metropolitan Achievement feste 
J'orm 11.. fhe range of scores ie from 161 to 246, and the c:mrve is 
normal. 
J'requeney 
30 ~----------------------------------------------. 
27 
24 
21 
15 
12 
9 
6 
3 
0 190 197 204 211 218 225 232 239 246 
Jli.I!BMII:'J!I C PltO:ILIM Stl.I-TJDS'.f. SCODI -
J'icu.re 7. J'requa.q. polycoa of scores for lOS pupils from the 
Arithmetic :Proilem aui-test of the Metropolitan AchieTemeat Tests 
J'orm ll. 
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The data collected, as a result of the ~ereentace Readiness 
Test, is illustrated in !ables I, II, III, and IT. An ansl7sis 
of this data indicates a laelc of :percental;e readiness on the part 
of the total croup of 309 sixth crade pu~ils. ireat differences 
are, however, to be found between the Tarious classes. In consider-
ation of the data, Shown in the followinc tables, the reader must 
bear in mind, that the total number of test items was 54. ~ence, 
a mean of ,4.8 in Table I is an actual achieTement of 65.~ and a 
mean of 20., is an actual aehieTement of 37.6~. 
fable I illustrates the distribation of ~ercentace Readiness 
Test scores by classes, and for the total croup of 3~ sixth crad.e 
pu.pils. lfo test pa:per had 10~ correct reqonses, althouch the 
table does show, that one child answered 52-54 items correct~. 
Closer analYsis of the data as presented in Table I of Appendix A, 
shows that the total number of correct responses was 52. The 
minimum number of correct responses on any test paper was 10. The 
mean score of the total croup of 309 children vas 29., •••••••••• an 
average achieTement SCOre of 55.~. leTen Of the .eleTen classes 
tested, howeTer, achieTed a mean score hie}ler than the total aean. 
The d&Tiations of the class medians, seem to indicate differences 
in the course procrams of the Tarious communities and school ~s•ems. 
The results indicated in Table I, however, must be examinecl 
in order to determine the areas in which percentace readiness is 
lacld.n,c. Jor this ]Jtl.rpOse, the ~ercenta.c:e Readiness Test has been 
diTided into a series of sab-tests, analyzed in Tables II and III. 1 
-- - ---- ----- ~ _-=:_:_..::..._ --=-------1 
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!all1e I 
DIST:RIJU!IOlT 01 RRCEBT.AQ.Jl DIAJIDSS TESf SCODS JY OLASSJ:S 
ANll l'OR !BJL !'O!.AL GltOtiP OJ' )09 .SIX'fH Q.llADJ: :PU!'ILS 
Numller o 
I core A J c • ll J i ll I J 1: !otal 
52-54 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 1 
49-51 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 
46-48 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 s 
43-45 .5 7 0 0 0 1 1 z· 0 3 . 3 22 
40-42 4 2 0 1 1 1 1 · 2' 4 2 1 19 
37-39 1 s 1 0 0 1 0 0 1' s 2 22 
34-36 s a 0 3 0 5 0 4 4 2 3 )4 
31-33 5 5 1 s 2 1 s 3 1 5 6 39 
28-30 8 6 1 3 3 5 1 9 7 2 4 49 
25-27 1 1 2 4 2 6 2 2 1 1 2 24 
I 22-24 2 3 4 s 6 4 5 2 0 1 2 34 
19-21 1 0 4 2 1 2 4 3 2 0 ' 1 . 20 
16-18 0 0 8 2 
' 
1 9 0 0 0 0 .. 2! 
13-1.5 0 0 2 0 2 - 1 3 1 0 0 0 9 
1o-l2 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 s 
7-9 0 0 0 0 0 0 (} 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
I !ote.l 34 38 25 26 20 29 32 28 29 24 24 309 I! I 
I' 
II Mean )4.8 35.2 20.4 28.4 26.2 )1.3 2).8 )1.9 35.0 )6.9 32.5 29.9 
I 
I 
I 
,, Median 33.5 35.0 18.9 26.8 2).5 27.3 20.8 29.5 36.1 37.1 32.0 29.9 I 
!· 
II 
'I 
I 
,. 
I 
I 
il I 
i: 
l 
It 
II 
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!ables II and III illustrate the ~ercent of correct responses 
-for each sub-test of the :Percentace Readiness Test per clua and. 
for the total croup of 309 sixth ~ade pupils. Iere a4:ain, it is 
eYident, that 10~ correct responses were achieTed on none of the 
sub-tests. The hichest percent achieTed vas 88.5~ for sub-test 2 
includinc items 4-6, and the lowest vas 37.6~ for sub-test 14 in-
cludinc items 42-51. '372 or S6.2% correct responses were obtained 
from the total of 16,686 items. A more detailed analysis of sub-
test results is presented in !able 6 of Appendix A. 
Examination of Table II indicates that readiness in percent 
consists of man7 separate skills and abilities. 7ailure to master 
these skills will hinder, in direct proportion, comprehension and 
master,r of skills, abilities, and concepts in ~ercentace. All of 
the classes tested, for example, were able to rea4 and write deci-
mals successfully, and, it may be presumed, will not encounter 
creat diffi~ty in masterin~ the akills and ahilities necessar.r 
to convert a decimal to a percent, or a percent to a decimal. The 
children in Class E, however, apparently have not mastered the 
skills necessary for the correct solution of problems requirinc 
the ehan~nc of co11mon fractions to termina.tinc decimals, since 
an achievement score of 20. ~ vas obtained in the sub-test measurinc 
the skills (Items 19-21). It ~ be assumed, therefore, that the 
pu.pils of Class lll are not ready to undertake a study of ease II 
problems in percent of the type n12 is what percent of 32? "•·•••• 
(f • d/b). In like manner, it may be assumed, that the pupils of 
~============~=====:·~=========== 
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il Table III 
I 
II lroMil!lR OF GOBEECT :eE~OMSES FOR EACl! Stm-TllST OF TEE 
" 
I :PliiRaDTMlll :RJIA8IlllilSS Tlllft l'OR TlDil TOTAl. Q.ROtJll OF :309 ltJltiJ.S 
hb-'fest It•s No. of correct % of correct 
. ~ . - res;eonses re8110nsea 
lo 
I 1. Readinc Jecimala 1-.3 767 82.7 
2. Writinc Jeot.als .lf-6 820 ee.5 
j. Red~ction of oommon fractions 
to lowest terms 7-9 729 78.6 
4. Re~cinc common fractions 
to denominators of 100 lG-12 468 50.5 
II 5. Comparison of common fractions 1)-15 450 48.5 
6. OomJarison of decimal fraotions 16-18 ~7 5,.6 
lo ?. Ghanc.Lnc eommon fractions to 
I' decimals 19-21 :384 41.4 I 
I; B. Ob.anci~ decimal• to co.llllllOn fractions reduced to lowest 
terms 22-26 ,,4 ~., 
I 
'· 
:Practical aP,1ieation of 
I' 
:' 
co.1111on fractions 27-29 619 06.8 
I 10. Addition of deeillal.a 
II 
:30.:32 817 88.1 
j ll. lu.btraction of deeima.l.e 33-35 510 61.5 
1\ 
1: 12. Mu.lti]tlieation of d.ecima.ls 36-38 466 so., 
1; 1~. :liTision of decimals 3'-41 4?8 51.6 I· . 
I' 14. ease I, Case II, and. Que III 
)troblems inTolTinc fractions 
and d.eeim&la 41-51 1162 ,1.6 I 
115. lll1ementar.v knovledce of 
]teroe:ntace 52-54 451 48.7 
=======-==c.===:...=.-- --- ·-
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Class Care not ready to learn that '/4 • 75/100 = 15~. etc •• 
.An examine.tion of the data contained in Tables II and III, will 
. 
indicate to the teacher the skills and abilities which should 
be relearned by her class, in order to attain ° ~ercentace 
Readiness•. 
I 
I 
I 
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Tb.ese statistics, boweTer, mat also be examined b;r aeans of 
an ita anal.y'sia. Ill some eases, the percent of correct responses, 
for tlle entire sub-teat, mq be 1n:nwmced to a larce extent, b7 
one it-. ln w.b-test 12, tor exaJ~ple, so.~ correct responses 
were obtained. for tlae entire n.b-teat. Ot tlw three items in the 
su.b-test, hovner, 2 it811ls ('6 and '7), reoeiTed. 64.~ eorreot 
res;ponsea, whereas the third ita (,S) receiTed o~ ·22.~ correct 
re~onsaa. Class C Aad not one eorrect response to this itea ••••• 
ber of correct re~nses, eleTen, •••• , an achiw•ent score of 
o~ 45.~. ObTiov.s]T then, the coabination of a deciaal and a 
fraction in one tem is a •onh.sinc ita, and llll.st be retaacht 
to all the classes. luceesa in two items of tAe sab-test is 
indioatiTe ot tll.e fact that the third item can also be su.coeaa:rt.U~ 
aastere4, were the corre•t :pedacocioal •ethods cploye4. !he same 
~sis 118\f be :zaade of n.b-test 5, in vhiah Jie • .S~ correot reqonses 
were obtained for the entire n.b-tast. Iere acain, howeYer, the 
score is cleceiTi.nc since the score obtaine4 in two items was 
relatiTel.y hilh and one ita res:ponsible for the low score ob-
tained for tlw entire nb-teat. Jn nmdution of the data eon-
ta.ined in !able IT, will indicate to the teaclter the specific 
. skills and abilities vhicla. mast be relearned. by her class, iD. 
order to attain. 1 :Percentace Readiness•. 
Table IT contains aa an.al.Tsis of the muaber of oorrect res:pon.ses 
obtained for each item bJ' the total crou:P of 309 :pu.pile. A 110re 
II 
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Table IV 
J)ISTRI:JUTIOB 01' l'ERCENTAGX RE.ADIDSS TEST SCODS JOR lCACR ITlllM l'Ol!t 
Tmll TOl!.AL GltOU!' OF 309 PUPILS 
Item no. of % o! Item no. o! % ot Item no. of % of 
I' no. correct correct no. correct correct no. correct correct 
·I responses responses responses responses responses re!Eonses I• 
jl II 
'I 1 263 85.1 19 143 !16.3 37 I61 52.1 II I 
I 2 280 90.6 20 1;36 44.()) 38 68 22.0 I! I 
I 3 224 72.55 21 lOS )4.0 39 180 58.) 
II r 
I! 
4 zr,e: 89.3 22 214 69.3 40 112 36.2 
I' I' s 263 85.1 23 169 54.7. 41 186 60.2 
'I 6 281 90'e9 24 214 69.3 42 78 2S.Z II I I I I 7 82.8 25 176 43 126: I I 255 57.0 40:.8 
8 281 90.9 26 4j:: 10.7 44 52 16.8 
9 193 62.5 27 239 77.3 4S 115.1r' so.e I 
10 208:: 67.3 28 llt6 47.2 lt6 229 74.1 /, 
li 150 48 • .$ 29 2J4 715'• 7' 47 l'll4 46.6 I! 
I 1Z 110 35.6 30 242' 78., 48 137 114.) I 
I 
13 183 59.2 31 289 9,.s: Lf9 98. 31.7 I I 
14 172: 55.7 32 286 92.6 50 93 30.1 I 
15 9.5 )0.8 33 'I.A7 79.9 51 ~ lS.!i II 
16 45.3 34 52 'I 140 158 .Sl.l 170 .s.s.o ,. 
17 1.51 48.9 3.5 16.5 5;3.4 53 76 24.6 
18 206 66.1 36 2Yt 76.7 54 20.5 66.) 
I 
II 
I 
I, 
I' 
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deta.iled anal.ysis of correet res~nses tter item, tter class, ~ be 
found in !ablea 4 and ' ot qpendix A. 
!' 
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COB.!Jt.AifiiOI' IMDY 
The . Pearson Produ.c~ent Methodl vas used to find the 
decree of relattonsh1p ·between the :Percent ace lleadiness Test 
scores and the other measures used in the · stu.aT, in order to 
better determine the validity- and reliabilit7 ot the latter 
test. Table T lists the correlation ~lues and Standard lrrors 
for all available related data. 
Correlation betwep the lercentace hadJ.ness fest a.pd the 
intelligence testl. The correlation value 1 r 1 for 161 pupils, 
between the Percentage Readiness Test and the lnh]man Anderson 
intellieence test, was found to be .65, with a Standard llrror 
of .0446. !he correlation value 1 r 1' for 86 pupils between the 
Percentage Readiness Test and the !er.man M~emar Intelli,enee 
Test, was found to be • 52 with a Standard Error of • 0?87. 
These correlation values are evidence of a marked relationship. 
Correlation between the Percentage lead,ineee Test a%ld the 
Metropolitan Achievement Testt. !he . correlation value •r•, 
between the It. It. f~2and the Ketropolltan .Arithmetic J'undementale 
and Jri tbmetic lroblas averace for 105 ptplle, waa found to be 
.6.), with a Standard ~r of .oses. !he correlation Talue "r" 
for 105 ~11e between the lereentace lteadineas !est and the Met-
ropolitan .Arithmetic Jlandemental.s, was found to be .48 with a 
Standard lrror of .0151. The correlation value 1r 1 for 105 ptl]»ils 
1. Herbert Iorenson. . Sta.tisties for Students of lqeh9loq M" 
MuM1il9Jl, MCG:raw JI111 hok eo •• Inc •• llew York, 1936, 
P• 271-280 
2. ~ercentage Readiness Test 
1 
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!able T 
QOIUl.A!fiOB T.ALTD 1 r 1 AD S!.ADAim D1tOR OJ TAUOUS 
!GlASODS WI!r:S: !BJl DICIJI!.AQ-1 DA:IIDSS TIS! 
Measure •r• S,JI. 
l:uhlllan .Anierson Intelligence Test .65 .~ 
Ter.man ~emar Intelllcence Test .52 .0787r' 
School Ari tl:lmetic ;raaes .5? .0439 
Metropolitan Arithmetic lundamentala ani .6) .0588' 
Arithmetic Probl81ls J.yerap 
Metropolitan Arit~tie JUndaRentals .lfS .0761 
Metropolitan Arithmetic Probl .. s .59 .0636 
lfo, 
161 
86 
~7 
105 
lOS 
105 
between the l.lercent~e Readiness Test and the Metropolitan 
Arithmetic Problems was found to be • .59 with a. Standard llrror of 
• 06)6. There is a significant relationship between the l.lercentace 
Readiness Te.st and. the Metropolitan Arithmetic :Problems sub-test, 
but, the relationship between the :Percentage leadiness Test and the 
Metropolitan Arithmetic J'undamentals sub-test is, accordinc to 
Xelley1 s formula for the Coefficient of Alienation, 1 elicht, and, 
o~ 1~ etfectiTe for propostic purposes. 
Qo;relation between the l.lercentage Readiness !est and School 
Arithmetic irades. The correlation value 1 r 1 between the Percent-
a41:e Readiness Test and the arithmetic grades of 2)7 pupils vas tound 
to be .57 with a Standard lrror of .o4)9. Although the relation 
is comparatively slight, the reader must bear in mind, that 
school grades are seldom of high reliability since the personality 
traits of both teacher and pupil are often involved. 
1. 11. J'. Lindquist. A J'irst Course in Statistic,g, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, ~oston, 1942 
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eH.AP.rD .T 
OO!fGLUSIOlfS .AID LIMIT.ATIOliS 
I. INTllODUC'l!.IOll 
The -primary purpose of the stuq, was to conatr1.1et and 
administer a percentace readiness test which wcm.ld meaBUre the 
skills, concepts., aDd. .ab-ilities in arithmetic possessed ay- sixth 
crade pupils. !he !rest has sened a su\sidiary purpose in reveali.uc 
info.rma.tion .. whi.ch-·~ . 'be used . in reTisinc the present course ot 
st.u.d7. !eachers .of mature jud.pent, realize that all measurement 
must 'be .interpreted .in-. the .. lipt .of 4ai~ . o~sen'ation . over a loDC 
period. -~ . time., and. that the resal:ts of. teatinc . alone, constru.ed in 
the usual sense., cannot .ae relied-upon to .furnilth data which is the 
sole lilasis for educational ·CU.idance. All mechanical schemes, for the 
interpretation ot -test scores, therefore, lllllst ie used ~nat a 
1ta.clqround. .of enlit;htened ju.dpent. HoweTer, the follovinc ccmeral 
conclusions ~ ie made concerninc the eleven sixth crade classes 
tested. 
harninc is adequate in the followinc areasz writinc of 
decimals, read.iq .of decima.ls., addition. of decimals, rd.uct ion of 
common fractions to lowest terms, the ability to recocnize shadet 
I 
!I 
I! 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
I' 
li 
I 
portions of rectancles, 8Zld to name the fractional portion shaded, 
and, the qsubtraction of decimals. 
J.earninc is altou.t Safo -in the followiDC areas: .coapariaon ~ 
decimal fractions, d!Tiaion of decimals, r&aacinc common fractions 
to denominators of 100, and the-multiplication of decillals. 
iear:ui.uc is inadequate in the follo1f'iDc -areas: comparison of 
fractions and -decimals,. .Also, ina.dequate, was learninc in the 
elementa.17 phases of percenta,;e, 'Rt, this, of course, was to lte 
expected. 
Inadequate lea.rninc was apparent when the children were askecl 
to compare decimal .fractions. . Many. of .. the --Children-were not aware 
of the fact that annexinc .decimal seros to a termiD.a.tinc decimal. 
or to a countinc .muib.er, does not change its Talue, whereas, the 
insertion .of zeros ltetween the .decimal and the- fiDal DUJil)er, toea 
cbaAc• the Talue. Inadequacy-, here, indieatee, a lack of maste17 
of the concept of place Talue. 
Inadequate. lear:uinc was also apparent in the items demandinc 
the diYision of decimals. Althouch little difflC11lt7 was -encountered 
'I 
in the actual 41.YiB1on of the intecers, creat 4iftieul.t;r,... oncounteredjl 
in the correct placement of the decimal. 
1 
The ability to rechlce common fractions to denominators of 100, 
was not mastered. Kere, B'Yident~. is a lack of UDderstazuUnc of the 
_II 
I 
term 1 Cbange to hundredths", and evidence-of the fact, that, While, 
the mechanics of multiplyinc numerators and denominators of tractions 
ay the same intepr, were mastered, the reasons for eo dome, were 
not. 
As in the case of the diTiaion ot decimala, the multiplication 
of decimals was also inadequately learned. Rere again, little 
difficulty vas encOUD.tered. .in the actual multiplication .of the 
intecera, 1ru.t, the placement of the decimal, in the product prOTed. 
to be a little understood concept. 
Weakne.ss was apparent, when the children were asked to 
compare unlike .tractiou. O'bTiously, JDa.D1' ot the children were 
lacldnc. in the understandi:nc .. that unlike .fractions must first 'be 
cb.anged to like fractions for comparison. Bere ~. is evidence 
of the fact that, while the children are able to successtull7 app~ 
the mechanics required in the application of the "G-olden- ltW.e11 , they 
do not, for the most part, understand the reasons for its application. 
htreme diffiCillt7 was encoantered in the ~in' of decimal 
fractions to proper fractions. Su.ccess in items 7 - 9, demonstrated 
that the reduction of fractions to lowest terms, .vas not- the 
hinderine factor in this au.'b-teat, lRlt, rather, the lack of compre-
hension as to the relation ••tween decimal fractions -and coliiDOa 
fractions. l.acldnc also, vas the concept of place value in decimal 
fractione .. 
!he reTerse process of changinc common fractions to decimal 
fractions ~a.in indicated a lack: of comprehension of the relation 
7 
II 
I 
• I 
I 
i 
I' 
I' 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
between decimal fractions and common fractions. Bvidently, the 
children do not have an adequate conception of the part - whole 
relationship. 
])espi te the fact that the mechanics of the four fundamental 
~rocesses with common fractions and decimal fractions, were, at 
least so% learned - the practical application of these meChanics, 
integrated with Jroblem solvinc, were extremely weak. ~ckinc, 
was the ability to recocnize just what the problem demanded, and, 
lackin~o:, also, was the understandinc of the method and means to 
derive the solution. 
IT. OTHER CONCLUSIONS FROM TD i'l!UDY 
Although, the mastery of sabtra.ction and addition of decimals, 
was indicated as a means of problem solvinc, it may be concluded 
that the mastery indicated, is the mastery of the mechanics in-
volved, and not a. mastery of the ability to approach and solve 
problems. It may also be concluded, that were the course of stu4;y 
changed, were certain phases of the course of study emphasized, and 
other phases stressed less, problem solvinc would not be beyond the 
ability of &rade six puJils. 
The results of the ~ercentege Readiness Test are further proof 
that the arithmetic pro€l"atn must be adjusted to all types of learners 
by differentiation of the curricnlum. The slow learninc Child has 
small powers of comprehension. Gonversely, the rapi4 learninc Child 
has creat powers of comprehension. !he former will seldom, if ever-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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have occassion in his daily affairs, to add unlike, unrelated 
fractions, or to divide by a decimal. It may be concluded, there-
fore, that the arithmetic cu.rrieu.lum, should be adjusted, so that the 
slower learninc Child, would not be required to come in contact with 
problems of the type, that are beyond his powers of comprehension. 
~ffective provision must be maie for individual differences by a 
differentiation in the subject matter tan~t to different croups. 
:Jru.eekner and frossnickle succest that one of the best wqs to 
achieve this goal is to delete from the curriculum difficult 
processes which have a narrow range of social application, and to 
relegate most problem solvinc to those children who possess the 
power of apprehendinc relations, and makin~ inferences from them.l 
T. LIMIT .A!!' IONS OJ THE STUDY 
1. '.rhe p-oup tested :mq not have been su:tficient and varied in 
number to represent a representative cross section of the 
typical pt1blic school JtOpulation. 
2. !rhe use of test items which had not been standardb:ed, micht 
not have civen significant results. 
3. The selection of teachers of crade six to administer the test 
mipt not have been a desirable technique. 
~. !he items in each sub-test ~. not have been sufficient in al.l 
cases to measure achievement in fractions and decimals. 
S. Absence and illness midJ,t have disqualified some of the cases. 
~ . · . 
l.lt.:Jru.ectner and J. ~rossnickle. low to~e ,Arithmetic; 
MeeningfJa.l., The John C. Winston Go., iia., 1947, p. 372 
--- . - ~ - -- ... - -~-- - --
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1. A revision-of the lercentace !eadineas Test to include 
diagnostic items so as to better determine exactlY the ~see 
of failure. 
2. Administration of the revised test to a ~eater number of 
classee and communities. 
3. A diagnostic teet to measure ~ of the skills or con~ts 
tested in the lercentage leadiness !est. 
4. A test of hicher validi t7 mq 'be constructed 'b;r the use of 
Yalidated items in this test, in addition to new validated 
s. An evaluation 1q interTiev and obsenation, in order to 
detemine the ma.turit7 level o£. thought processes involTed 
in responses. 
6. A paper and pencil test constructed to measure the decree 
of understandinc possessed by the child in the various 
areas of arithmetic, to 'be learned in crade seven. 
? • A study of concept elements maar lte undertaken vi th the 
primaey aim of modif;rinc concept tea.chinc methode. 
5 
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.APP:DDIX A 
Eo . I tens 
Correct 
54 
53 
52 
51 
50 
49 
48 
47 
46 
45 
44-
42 
41 
l.J-0 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
A 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
2 4 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0 
2 1 
2 - 1 
1 0 
0 4 
0 1 
1 1 
4 6 
0 1 
4 1 
Table 1 
lfO. OF ITEMS COmtlllCT Pli:R C:t.ASS 
c D 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 2 
0 3 
Class 
E F 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 3 
0 0 
G H 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 3 
0 0 
3 0 
I : 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
4 
0 
0 
2 
0 
3 
56 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
==I 
lj 
II 
Ho. Items 
Correct 
32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
A 
0 
1 
3 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
B c 
2 1 
2 0 
2 0 
1 0 
3 1 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
Table 1 (cont. ) 
Cla ss 
D E F G 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 2 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
2 2 4 1 
1 0 3 2 
1 1 2 0 
2 1 1 0 
2 1 2 2 
1 3 1 0 
2 2 1 3 
2 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
0 1 0 0 
2 0 0 2 
0 0 1 2 
0 3 0 5 
0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
H I 
2 0 
1 1 
5 2 
1 3 
3 2 
1 1 
1 0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
0 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
J 
0 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
K 
2 
3 
1 
0 
3 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-r 
I 
I 
II 
I 
7 
Table 1 (cont.) 
No. Items Class 
Correct A B c D E F G H I J K 
10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
========~=====================-=-==~--=-~==========================~======= 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
A 
33 
34 
33 
33 
34 
31 
33 
33 
26 
13 
25 
20 
9 
28 
29 
31 
16 
13 
13 
1T Te.b1e 2 
NO. OF COBPJiJCT RESPONSES FOR EACH ITEH PER CLASS 
B 
36 
37 
34 
36 
35 
36 
36 
34 
27 
3.5 
23 
19 
17 
22 
16 
29 
27 
32 
27 
16 
14 
C D 
1.5 . 23 
19 24 
12 19 
19 23 
23 24 
23 26 
16 24 
15 22 
9 18 
1 
3 
0 
18 
5 
3 
6 
13 
7 
2 
6 
1 
13 
10 
6 
15 
11 
4 
10 
10 
11 
13 
17 
11 
Class 
E F 
14 26 
16 27 
6 18 
14 24 
14 14 
15 22 
13 22 
14 26 
13 14 
11 17 
5 10 
9 8 
11 13 
.5 2 
9 12 
8 11 
9 10 
7 1.5 
4 13 
1 8 
G 
20 
21 
16 
27 
19 
25 
19 
17 
16 
14 
4 
.5 
20 
13 
4 
8 
8 
10 
11 
11 
5 
H 
24 
28 
20 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
17 
20 
17 
23 
20 
12 
10 
14 
1.5 
11 
13 
8 
I 
24 
28 
20 
28 
27 
27 
25 
2.5 
17 
28 
19 
11 
17 
24 
18 
6 
9 
23 
1~ 
14 
18 
J 
24 
23 
23 
22 
23 
24 
24 
23 
18 
1.5 
1.5 
16 
14 
19 
16 
9 
11 
19 
15 
15 
14 
K 
24 
23 
23 
22 
23 
23 
20 
22 
18 
21 
18 
9 
13 
14 
6 
13 
11 
16 
12 
14 
12 
It em 
A 
23 20 
24 21 
25 21 
26 7 
27 30 
28 27 
29 28 
30 30 
31 33 
32 32 
33 29 
3L:- 17 
35 22 
36 26 
37 21 
38 10 
39 21 
40 18 
1+2 8 
43 25 
]3 
18 
23 
27 
23 
3 
32 
26 
31 
37 
37 
31 
2'? 
20 
27 
26 
7 
30 
13 
23 
16 
16 
9 
c 
1 
6 
21 
5 
2 
9 
10 
17 
22 
20 
2 
9 
17 
13 
0 
6 
2 
3 
11 
2 
Tao1e 2 (cont . ) 
D 
6 
18 
21 
17 
4 
15 
6 
18 
12 
26 
25 
23 
20 
15 
17 
19 
3 
17 
9 
13 
5 
10 
1 
Cla.ss 
E F 
5 Lj, 
12 20 
9 19 
18 13 
1 3 
19 25 
2 12 
15 26 
19 21 
18 25 
19 25 
11 20 
4 13 
14· 12 
13 17 
6 13 
2 7 
9 16 
2 15 
4 6 
8 6 
1 4 
G 
5 
11 
19 
9 
6 
24 
9 
17 
21 
27 
27 
21 
9 
10 
19 
7 
6 
8 
6 
18 
5 
8 
5 
H 
12 
11 
20 
10 
6 
24 
6 
18 
21 
24 
20 
23 
23 
9 
7 
16 
11 
18 
7 
8 
3 
I 
9 
17 
22 
25 
4 
23 
18 
25 
25 
30 
30 
24 
17 
23 
28 
19 
11 
28 
11 
19 
11 
13 
8 
J 
14 
16 
20 
20 
4 
16 
18 
23 
19 
24 
24 
23 
22 
17 
19 
19 
8 
16 
15 
16 
8 
14 
7 
K 
9 
15 
15 
15 
3 
22 
18 
21 
23 
24 
22 
10 
21 
9 
7 
13 
1 0 
14 
5 
7 
5 
6 
Ta"b le 2 (Cant .) 
I tem Class 
A J3 c D E F G H I J v· ...l. 
45 20 2 25 6 20 5 6 8 14 23 17 13 
46 31 31 19 23 15 20 13 18 26 19 14 
47 20 16 7 0 11 13 15 15 20 14 13 
L!-8 17 18 6 66 7 7 6 17 23 16 14 
49 18 14 4 1 4 7 10 7 14 9 10 
50 13 16 4 1 3 12 8 5 12 10 9 
51 4 12 3 0 0 4 7 3 5 7 3 
52 18 17 16 1 5 25 2/..J.. 17 20 14 13 
53 7 8 0 1 1 20 12 9 6 8 4 
5/i· 26 28 9 0 7 27 21 23 26 20 18 
I 
I 
I 
! 
62 
Table 3 
:NO. OF ITllMS COBRiilCT FOR THJil TOTAL iROTJP OJ ~09 l'Ul'ILS 
No. items No. pupils ''ri th this No . items l~o. pupils \·Jith this 
correct ~~ount of correct correct amount of correct 
responses responses 
54 0 32 9 
53 0 31 15 
52 1 30 16 
51 0 29 8 
50 2 28 25 
49 1 27 8 
48 0 26 8 
47 2 25 7 
46 3 24 13 
45 9 23 10 
44 10 22 10 
LJ-3 3 21 9 
4-2 5 20 6 
41 7 19 5 
40 7 18 7 
39 5 17 6 
38 12 16 10 
37 5 15 5 
36 8 14 2 
35 17 13 2 
34 9 12 1 
33 15 11 2 
No. items 
corr ect 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Table 3 (cont.) 
No. pupils '"i th this 
amount of correct 
responses 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
T2.o1e 4 
:DISTRIJUTION OF !>ERCENT.Ailll BlilADI:NJI:SS TEST SCORES l'OR EACH ITEM li'OR 
THE 'fOTAL Q.ROU!' OJ' 309 ~ILS 
Ascencl.ing orcler of Item no . No . of correct % of correct 
correct res·oonses _ resJJonses respo;.1ses IJ:VUA P<>- .c.-'>.,-F-;~o (n.,.~ J 
t:L. f&-"--"-- ·-1 . 31 289 93.5 
2 32 286 92 . 6 
3 r 281 90. 9 D 
4 8 281 90 . 9 
5 2 280 90. 6 
6 4 276 89 . 3 
7 5 263 85 .1 
8 1 263 85 . 1 
9 7 255 82.8 
10 33 247 79.9 
ll JO 2l.j2 78.J 
12 27 239 '7'7 . 3 
13 36 237 76. '? 
lLr ?O 
-/ 23~- 75 . 7 
15 Lr6 229 74.1 
16 3 224 72 .5 
17 24 21l.j. 69 . 3 
18 10 208 67.3 
19 18 206 66 .1 
20 54 205 66 .0 
21 9 193 62.5 
22 41 186 60 . 2 
64 
I 
65 
---
---
----
II Tao1e L~ (Cont . ) I 
I Ascending order of Item no . Ho . of correct . c: o.p correct I /} J. 
r 
correct resJ)Onses res:ponses responses I 
II 23 13 183 59 .2 
I 
II 
I 
24- 39 180 58. 3 
25 25 176 57 . 0 
26 14 172 55 .7 
27 52 170 55 . 0 
28 ?"' ·-) 169 54.7 
29 35 165 53 . 4 
30 37 161 52.1 
31 34 158 51.1 
32 45 157 50 .8 
33 17 151 48 .9 
34 11 150 48 .5 
3.5 28 146 L!-7 . 2 
36 L~7 144 LJ-6. 6 
37 19 1i.!J ~6 .3 
38 16 140 45.3 
39 48 137 4LI- . 3 
40 20 136 l.j-4 . 0 I. 
I 
I 
41 43 126 40 . 8 I 
42 40 112 36.2 
L~J 12 110 35 . 6 
Lj.4 21 10.5 34. 0 
---- ---
I 6 J 
II 
c~ of correct 11 I 
Table L~ ( Cant. ) 
As cencling ord_er of It em no . No . of correct r e 
correct responses responses responses I 
45 49 98 31.7 
46 15 95 30 . 8 
4? $0 93 30 .1 
.4->3 22 92 29 . 8 
49 42 78 25 . 2 
50 53 76 f 2/.j- . 6 
51 38 68 22. 0 
52 L~.4 52 16. 8 
53 51 Lr8 15.5 
54 26 43 10.7 
L _ 
I 
Table 5 
:DI9r:RDU!ION OF PERCENTAGE lmADIDSS TEST SCORES FOR llAClr ITDt J'OR 
!D !OTAL ;ROUP OF JQ2 PUPILS 
DescencLing order of Item no. Ho. of correct rt of correct 
correct responses responses responses 
1 26 43 10.7 
2 51 48 15. 5 
3 44 52 16.8 
4 38 68 22.0 
5 53 76 24. 6 
6 42 78 25.2 
7 22 92 29 . 8 
8 50 93 30.1 
9 15 95 30.8 
10 49 98 31.7 
11 21 105 JL~ . 0 
12 12 110 35.6 
13 40 112 J6.2 
14 43 126 LJ-o. 8 
15 20 136 44.0 
16 48 137 44. 3 
17 16 140 L!-5 . 3 
18 19 143 46. 3 
19 47 14LJ- 46 . 6 
20 28 146 47.2 
21 11 150 48.5 
22 17 151 48.9 
68 
I T I Tctb1e 5 (Cant.) I 
I 
% of correct I I Descending order of I tem no . No. of correct 
II 
Correct res})Onses responses responses 
45 
I 
II 
23 157 50 . 8 
II 
2L~ 34 158 51.1 
II 
25 37 161 52 .1 
26 35 165 53 . Lj, 
II 
27 23 169 _51-~ . 7 
II 28 52 170 55 . 0 
II 29 11~t. 172 55 . 7 
II 
30 25 176 57 . 0 I 
I 3L 39 I 
180 58. 3 
I 32 13 183 59.2 
I 
I 
I 33 Lq 186 60 . 2 
34 9 193 62.5 
I 
35 54 205 66 . 0 
II 36 
ln 206 66 .1 __ o
I 37 10 203 67 . 3 
I 38 24 
214 69 . 3 
39 3 224 72 .5 
L:-0 46 229 74.1 
41 29 231-J. 75 .7 
42 36 237 76 .7 I 
Li-3 27 239 77.3 
II 
L!-4 30 242 78. 3 
I 
I 
69 
Taole 5 (Cont .) 
DescenCl.ing orcler of It em no . No . of corre ct ,·: of correct r 
cor1· e ct r e sponses re S~fl OllS es: r e s:ponses 
45 33 247 79.9 
L~6 7 255 .32 . 8 
47 1 263 85. 1 
48 5 263 85.1 
L~9 /.,!. 276 89 . 3 
50 2 280 90 . 6 
51 8 281 90. 9 
52 6 281 90 .9 
53 32 286 92 . 6 
5L:- 31 289 93 .5 
I I , 
(l 
Table 6 
NO. OF COllRECT RESPONSES FOR EACH SUB-TEST ~~ CLASS 
Class A Class :S 
I tems no . No. of correct % of correct no . of correct % of correct 
responses responses respons es responses 
1 - 3 100 98 . 0 107 93 .9 
4 - 6 101 99 . 0 10'7 93 .9 
7 - 9 90 88 . 2 97 85.1 
10 - 12 72 70. 6 77 6? .5 
13 - 15 SL~ 52.9 55 48 . 2 
16 - 18 88 86 . 2 88 77 . 2 
19 - 21 1+2 lH . l 57 50. 0 
22 - 26 78 Lr5 . 9 9L? 49 . 5 
27 - 29 85 83 . 3 89 78 .1 
JO - 32 95 93 .1 n o 96 .5 
33 - 35 68 66 . 7 78 68 .5 
36 - 38 57 55 -9 60 52 . 6 
39 -La 60 58.8 56 49 .1 
42 - 51 162 47 . 6 173 45 .5 
52 - 54 51 50.0 53 46 .5 
II 
I 
I 
71 
Tab le 6 ( Oont . ) 
~:0 . OF OOEB.ECT RZSPCFSES FOR EACH Sli13-TEST PER CLASS 
Class c Clas s D 
Items no . l~o . of correct % of correct Ho . of correct 1jof correct 
responses resp onses responses res}.Jonses 
1 - 3 46 61 . 3 66 60 . 0 
L!- - 6 65 93. 6 73 71.7 
7 - 9 40 82 . 1 /l.J_ 0. 66 . 7 
10 - 12 4 05.3 29 37 . 2 
13 - 15 26 3/.j-. '? 30 38.5 
16 - 18 26 )LJ- . 7 31 39 . '7 
19 - 21 9 12.0 41 52. 6 
22 - 26 35 28 .0 66 50. 8 
27 - 29 23 30 . '? 39 50 .0 
30 - 32 62 82. 3 63 80 . 8 
33 - 35 Jl 41.3 58 74. /J. 
36 - 38 30 40. 0 39 50 . 0 
39 - L!-1 22 29 .3 39 50 . 0 
L!-2 - 51 65 26.0 67 25 .8 
52 - 54 25 33 . 3 2 02 . 6 
72 
TeJ)le 6 (Cont . ) 
HO. OF CORI:C:; CT B.ESPOHSES FOR EACH SUJ3- TEST P:HJR CLASS 
Cla.ss E Class F 
I tems :Ho . of correct (4 of correct Ho . of correct cf. of correct no . /i) ;0 
res:;_1onses 1'8 S j)Ol1S8S responses res:_::Jonses 
l -
,., 36 60 . 0 71 81. 6 .) 
Lj. 
-
6 Ll-3 71.7 60 69 . 0 
7 - 9 LJ.O 66.? 62 72 . 2 
10 - 12 25 41.7 35 L~o . 2 
1'"' 
- .J - 15 23 38. 3 29 33 -3 
16 13 26 43 .3 33 38. 0 
19 - 21 12 20. 0 36 41. 4 
22 - 26 45 45 . 0 59 40 . 7 
27 - 29 36 60 . 0 63 ?2 . L~ 
30 - J2 56 93 .3 71 81. 6 
33 - 35 29 48. 3 Lr5 51.7 
36 - 38 21 35 . 0 37 42.5 
39 - 41 23 38.3 49 56.3 
Lf-2 
- 51 58 29 ;0 85 29 . 3 
52 - 54 13 21.7 72 82.8 
73 
Table 6 (Cont. ) 
lTO. OF CORRECT RJ~SPONSES FOR :ElACH SUB-TEST PER CLASS 
Class G Class H 
Items no. l~o . of correct 1 of I correct Uo. of correct 1J of correc 
responses responses responses r espons es 
1 - 3 5'7 59)-.c 72 85.7 
4 - 6 71 74.0 8:1! 96. Li· 
7 - 9 52 54. 2 66 78. 6 
10 - 12 23 24. 0 51 60 .7 
13 - 15 37 38.5 45 53 . 6 
16 - 18 26 2? . 0 39 46.4 
19 - 21 27 28.1 32 38. 1 
22 - 26 50 31.1+ 69 49 . 3 
27 - 29 50 52.1 48 57.1 
30 - 32 75 78. 0 65 46 .4 
33 - 35 40 lH. 7 50 53. 6 
36 - 38 32 33-3 45 77.3 
39 - 41 32 33-3 1.4-5 59.5 
1-i-2 - 51 85 26. 6 97 34.6 
52 - 5L~ 57 59.L~ L!-9 58. 3 
Table 6 (Cont.) 
NO . OF COP.J?JJJ CT PJGSPOHSES FOR EACH SUJ3- TEST PER CLASS 
Cl1WS I Class J 
Items no . No . of co1·rect f; of correct No . of correct c~ of I correct 
resp onses resp onses res:;_)onses res::;>onses 
1 - 3 72 82.8 70 97 . 2 
4 - 6 82 94.3 69 95 .8 
7 - 9 67 77.1 65 90 .3 
10 - 12 58 66. 7 46 63 . 9 
13 - 15 59 67.8 49 68 . 1 
16 - 18 38 43 . 7 39 .54. 2 
19 - 21 46 52.9 44 61.1 
22 - 26 77 .53 .1 7LJ- 61.7 
27 - 29 .56 64.3 57 78. 9 
30 - 32 8.5 97 .7 67 93 .1 
33 - 3.5 61.!- 73 . 6 62 86 .1 
36 - 38 58 66.7 46 63 . 9 
39 ..;. Ln 58 66 . 7 47 65 . 3 
42 - 51 155 53 .4 121 50 .J.L 
.52 - .54 52 59 .8 42 53. 3 
15 
Table 6 (Cont . ) 
jJO . OF CORRECT FJiJSFOHSES FOR EACH SUE:_TI1~ ST PER CLASS 
Class K 
I t ems no . Ho. of correct ~ of I correct 
responses res~Jonses 
1 - 3 70 97 . 2 
4 - 6 68 94.Lr 
7 - 9 60 83 .3 
10 - 12 Lr.5 62 • .5 
13 - 1.5 33 LJ-.5 . 8 
16 - 18 40 .55 .6 
19 - 21 38 52 .'? 
22 - 26 .57 47 • .5 
27 - 29 63 87 .5 
30 - 32 63 94.4 
33 - 3.5 L:-.5 62 • .5 
36 - 38 37 .51.4 
39 - lH 37 .51.4 
42 - .51 93 38.8 
52 - 54 35 L!-3 . 6 

r 
DiltiiCTIONS TO TEACHEllS 
1. Let the children fill in hea.d.illg and read directions, then 
remind them to place a letter in the answer space. not 
a number. 
2. Tell the children that the;r need not rtl•h - - \hat thq JD1J'3' 
have all the time tb.e;r need. (Actually 40 minute• should 
be IJUfficient. 
3. Tell the children that an7 necessary writinc ma7 be done on 
the blank page opposite the example - - aow the children · 
what ;rou mean. 
4. When \est1nc 1• completed, please enclo1e all test• in the 
manila envelope. 1eal, and mail. lhe test• will be returned 
to you as 1oon aa corrected. 
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N~e-------------------------~d~-----
8~00~------------------- Grade ---- -~---
Teacher' a nama _ __________ .. _________ AJ:e _ ____ _ 
!his is a test to mea.sure your understanding of arithmetic. In all 
the problems you are to Choose the correct answer and place the corresponding 
letter on the answer line provided for eaCh example. Look at the sample 
below. 
d How should you write -Twelve hundredths? 
(a) 1200 (b) .012 (c) .0012 (d) .12 (e) 12.1200 
The correct answer here is (d) so the letter "d" is written in 
the answer space. 
Now continue with the rest of the test. 
__ 1. How should you. read • 948? 
(a) Nine and forty-eight hundredths. 
(b) Nine tenths and forty-eight hundredths. 
(c) Ninety-four hundredths and eight thousandth•. 
(d) Nine hundred forty-eight thousandths. 
(e) Nine hundred and forty-eight ten thousandths. 
__ 2. Bow eh.ould you read )8.87? 
(a) Three thousand eight hundred eighty sevenths. 
(b) Thirty-eicht and eighty-seven tenths. 
(c) Thirty-eight and eight)"-seven hundredths. 
(d) Three thousand eight hundred eight)"-seven ten thousandth•. 
(e) Three and eight hundred eigb.t)"-seven thousandths. 
__ ). Bow should )"OU read • 0476 f 
(a) :rour and sevent)"-six thousandths. 
(b) :rour hundred aeventy-siz thousandths. 
(c) :rour hundred sevent7-siz ten thousandths. 
(d) :rour hundredths and seventy-six ten thousandths. 
(e) :rort)"-aeven thousandths and six ten thousandths. 
__ 4. liow should you write this decimal - Seventeen hundredths? 
(a) 1700 (b) .17 (c) .017 (d) .0017 (e) 17.100 
7R 
r 
__ 5. :low should ;rw wri.te thia cl.eoimal - :Iicht thouaanclthat 
(a) 80000. (\) 8.1000 (o) 8.001 (d) .08 (e) .008 
-- 6. ]loy uould 70\1 write thia deoima.l - Sixteen and fiTe hundredths! 
(a) 1605. (i) 1.605 (e) 16.50 (d) 16.05 (e) 1605.05 
__ 1. bduce it to 1oveat tems. 
(a) ..2. (b) _q (c) .l (4) 1 (e) This fraetion C&DDOt \e reduced. 
18 12 0 2 
-- a. !educe ~ to 1oveat terms. 
100 
(a) 1 (lt) ..!! (c) ..i (4) 1Q. (e) !his traction oamlOt be reduced. 
5 20 25 50 
__ 9. lleduee ~ to lowest terms. 
(a) ..i (b) ~ (c) Z. (d) 1 (e) !his fraction oazmet be reduced. 
21 ~ 7 3 
10. ahauce i to hw1d.re4tha. 
(a) ...l.. ('b) ..J2 (o) _J!i (d) ..1.1 (e) !his fraction CBDnOt be 
100 100 100 100 ah8Dce4 to lnmdre4tha. 
' 'IIi U.Qbazace 1 to J:amdredthe. s 
(a) ;..7i (b) 1d.q (e) -Z2 (4) ..z.. (e) !laia fraction cazm.ot \e 
100 100 100 100 .cbaDpc1 to lnmclred.thtl. 
12.Cbazlce 
.al to lmnd.redtha. 25 
(a) ..d. (b) ....&.. (o) 20 (4) .L (e) !his fraotion O&DDOt 'De 
100 100 100 111 cbaDced to hundred~. 
1 
I' 
_,_.;13. Which of these fractions i.e the l.a.rceatt 
(a) n (b) .:1.. (o) 12 (d) 12. (e) !!!: 
32 3% 32 32 32 
_,_.;14. Which of theee fractions i.e the larpatl 
(a) ...11. (~) ...§. (c) ..J. (4) ...! (e) 1 . 
100 50 20 25 5 
-..;..~· 15. lhleh of theae fra.otiona ia the largee'U 
(a) 17. (~) .)£ (c) lZ (d) 12 (e) !i 
42 31 ~ 39 37 
__ 16. Which of theae decimal• is the largeatt 
(a) 7.06 (\) 7.006 (c) 7.606 (d) 7.60 (e) 7.066 
--.:17. Vhioh of theae decimals ia the largeatt 
(a) 80.02 (b) 80.002 (c) 80.20 (d) 80.202 (e) 80.022 
--.:18. lfhich of these decbaals is the larceatt 
(a) 103.04 (b) 103.0444 (c) 10.3.044 (d) 103.4 (e) 10).004 
____ 19. Qbance ,E to a decimal. 
50 
(a) .3200 (b) .0320 (o) .6400 (4) .o640 (e) .0064 
_ _.20. abaDce .§. to a decillal. 
5 
(a) .160 (~) 1.600 (c) 16.000 (d) 10.160 (e) 10.60o 
__ 21. Clhazlce 'i to a deciaal. 
(a) .900 (~) .)80 (c) • .375 (d) .924 (e) • .370 · 
8 
_ ___..22. Chance 1.5 to a fraction - reduoecl to loveat terms. 
(a) ..11 (b) -150 (c) 1 (d) ! (e) l 
100 100 2 s 2 
__ ,.ZJ_- • Chance • 70 to a fraction - reduced to leve1t term1. 
(a) J!}. (b) Ji (c) l (4) ..1. (e) J. 
100 50 5 10 20 
_ __..~. Cbanp .27 to a fraction- reduced to loweat terJU. 
(a) ..J:l. (b) _j, (c) ...l (4)! (e) 3. 
100 10 10 3 ~ 
_ __..25. Change .18 to a fraction- reduced to loved teras. 
(a) ~ (b) ...l (c) ..i (d) 1 (e) ...2. 
100 25 50 6 25 
26. Ohazl&e .61 to a fraction redlloecl to lowest tems. 
--
(a) i (b) ~ (c) li (cl) i (e) None of theae. 
_ __..'!:!. lfhich picture is correct when .50 of the picture is shaded! 
-----28· Which picture is correct vh8D .lz.i of the picture is shadedf 
-~~· Which picture ia correct when .20 of the picture is shaded.! 
_ _..10. Without cloiDc azrr writing add s. 76 • 1.24 
(a) 1000 (b) 1.00 (c) 10.00 (d) 100.00 (e) None of these. 
_ __.31 • .Add 13.612 • .970 • 2.340 
(a) 1)4.012 (b) 16.922 (c) 13.943 (d) 37.982 (e) 46.712 
__ 32. .Add 5. 023 • • 006 • .123 
(a) 6.,1:; (b) 5.1.52 (c) 6.2.59 (d) 6.2o6 (e) 5.746 
_.....,..;33. ll1btract 704.673 - sa. 980 
(a) 64.563 (b) 114.873 (c) 645.693 (d) 698.775 (e) None of these. 
__ ,_34. 8o.btract 346 - 12.707 
(a) 21.893 (b) 33).293 (c) 123.610 (d) 22).293 (e) llone o£ these. 
'. 
--·-35. atbtract 672-.)20 - 25.600 
(a) 416.)12 (b) 646.712 (c) 672.060 (d) 647.720 (e) None of these. 
_ _....,6. J6llt1pl.T 18.6 X 6 
(a) 11.160 (b) 1.116 (o) 101.16 (d) 111.6 (e) Wone of these. 
,. 
__ 37. 16lltipl.1' 6.70 X 4.23 
(a) 28.)410 (b) 27.)41 (c) 283.410 (d) 28.~ (e) None of these. 
__ )8. lmltiply' .2oi X 240 
(a) 0.492 (b) 4.920 (c) 49.200 (d) 492.000 (e) Bone of these. 
__ 39. Divide 8. 6tf8 by- .08 
(a) 1.081 (b) 10.810 (c) 108.1 (d) .1081 (e) None of these. 
__ 40. Divide 64 by .00:32 
(a) 2.000 (b) 20.000 (c) 2000.0 (d) 20000. (e) None of these. 
__ 41. Divide .00064 by- 32. 
(a) .00002 (b) 20.000 (c) 20000.0 (d) 0000.2 (e) None of these. 
__ 42. 12 is what part of 151 
(a) 0.008 (b) .ooa (c) .oao (d) .800 (e) None of these. 
__ 43. lfhat part of 88 is 64! 
(a) 1.:375 (b) 1.727 (c) 0.727 (d) 1:3.750 (e) None of these. 
__ 44. 50 is 0.4 of what number! 
(a) 1.25 (b) 12.50 (c) 125.000 (d) 1250.00 (e) None of these 
__ 45. Charles bought a bicycle for $22.80 and sold it fori more 
than he paid for it. Row much did he sell it for? 
(a) $17.10 (b) $28.30 (c) $2:3.05 (d) $27.30 (e) None of these. 
__ 46. James bOucht a boat for $160 and sold 1 t for !- leas than. he 
paid for it. :low mu.ch did he sell it fort 
(a) $192 (b) $128 (c) $1:38 (d( $118 (e) $80 
__ 47. At a aale all toy-s were sold at a .50 discount. J:ow mu.ch did 
J'red. pq for a toy- marked to sell at $6. OOl 
(a) $3.00 (b) $9.00 (c) $6.00 (d) $5.50 (e) None of these. 
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_ _.;48. !he enrollement in the ~rookside lcbool one 7e&:r waa 800. !he 
Jl8%t 7ear it was -1 more. What waa the enrollement thent 
10 
(a) 870 (b) 810 .(c) 720 (4) 880 (e) lfone of these. 
~. John sold $140 worth of cooda. 'If his oolllllil!lsion vas .20 -Kow 
-- JIIU.ch did he receive t 
(a) $7.00 (b) $70.00 (c) $2.80 (d) $28.00 (e) Bone of these. 
__ .so. John received .25 of all his total sales. ns pq cheek vaa $75.00 • 
that waa the Tal.ue of the cooda he aoldt _ 
(a) $450 (b) $150 (c) $600 (d) $300 (e) lfone of these. 
_ _..51. When the :led Sox haTe plqed 90 games and von 62 of th•. what 
part of their came• have thaT wont 
(a) .678 (b) .689 (c) .698 (d) .699 (e) lfone of these. 
_ _..52. Qhamge • 25 to a percent. 
(a) 3~ (b) 25"' (c) 2.5"' (d) .25"' (e) 25~ 
_ _,53. Clbance 1.5 to a percent. 
(a) 15"' (b) 1.~ (c) lS~ (d) .15"' (e) 15.~ 
__ 54. abange ito a percent. 
(a) 1~ (b) 2~ (c) SfYI, (4) 7~ (e) Bone of these. 

